Modern Block of the Month
The December Block
w/

This time around we’re going to tackle some paper piecing. This block
design uses perspective, and the easiest way to get the perfect sizes for the
angled piecing is to sew it using the template at this link piecing template
(or at the end of this handout). If this is your first-time paper piecing, don’t
be daunted! It’s quite simple once you get your head around how it works.

Fabric requirements:
Fabric A (bone / white):
Fabric B (orange):
Fabric C (blue):
Fabric D (gray):

13” x 9” rectangle
6.5” x 9” rectangle
6.5” x 9” rectangle
6.5” x 9” rectangle

Cut list:
bone / white
A1 = 1.5” x 9”
A2 = 1.5” x 9”
A3 = 1.5” x 9”
A4 = scrap that is at least 2.5” x 2
A5 = scrap that is at least 1.5” x 8”
A6 = scrap that is at least 1.5” x 8”
A7 = scrap that is at least 4” x 6”
orange
B1 = 3.5” x 9”
B2 = scrap that is at least 3” x 7”
blue
C1 = 3.5” x 9”
C2 = scrap that is at least 3” x 9”
gray
D1 = 3.5” x 9”
D2 = scrap that is at least 3” x 9”

Assembling the Block:
1. Sew together A1, B1, A2, C1, A3 and D1 as pictured above. It is very important that you sew this portion
with a uniform ¼” seam allowance for the block to all line up as it should.
2. You now need the paper template. This is a great way to use up that
scrap paper you have lying around! When you print, make sure that you
aren’t scaling the image at all and that it will print out full size (4” x
12.5”) on two pieces of paper. Pam Fenoff has this printed on legal
paper call if you’d like a copy – 701.955.5086. This will also be
provided in the class / workshop.
3. Cut out the two portions of the template and tape them together. It should be easy to see how the two pieces
line up; they will overlap a bit.
4. Now, set the stitch length on your sewing machine to shorter than you
usually sew with. This will make your needle perforate the paper more
when you’re sewing, and the paper will be easier to tear out once you are
finished. The idea with paper piecing like this is that rather than cut and
sew your fabric to very specific sizes, if you use large enough scraps and
sew on the lines on the template, then you’re sewing to those very specific
sizes.

5.

Now take your scraps for A4 and B2 and overlap them so that they sit at
least a ¼” over the line you’re going to sew on. Make sure that B2 is
arranged so that it will cover all of the B2 section on the template once
you flip and press it down.

6.

Sew them on, following the line on the template. I find that turning
fabric and the template over when you sew works the best as the fabric
covers the line. When it’s turned over, you can see the line through the
paper. This is the only step in which you’ll sew two pieces on at once.
From here, you’ll sew on the next pieces one at a time, right sides
together so that when you flip and press down the piece you just sewed
on, it covers the correct portion of the template.

7. Flip and press down your B2 scrap.

8.

Continue sewing on A5, C2, A6, D2 and A7, always sewing
directly along the lines on the template. Before you sew on the
fabric pieces, make sure you arrange them so that when they are
flipped down, they will cover all of the portion of the template
that they should. With this method of piecing you don’t need to
worry about ¼” seam allowances, but don’t let them get smaller
than a ¼”.

9.

When you are done, your piecing will look like this:

10.

Now use the paper template to trim your piecing down to an exact 4” x 12.5” rectangle.
When you do this, you will be cutting some bias edges
into your fabric so take care to not stretch or pull this
piecing at all. It can warp easily.

11.

Next remove all the paper on the back of your piecing.
This is the point where you’ll be happy you decreased
your stitch length!

12.

You’ll notice that with this type of piecing, your seam allowances can be
much bigger than a ¼”. Feel free to trim them down at this point if
you’d like to. Again, take care that you don’t pull on the bias edges of
the piecing and warp it as you do this. Your paper piecing is done!

13.

Sew your first A1/B1/A2/C1/A3/D1 to your paper pieced portion.
Again, it is important to use a ¼” seam allowance for this seam. You’ll
notice that it looks like the piecing won’t line up, but the
¼” seam allowance you sew the two portions together
which will eat up that discrepancy, making them line up
just right. Pin this seam thoroughly before sewing it to
make sure that your seams and piecing will match up
correctly.

Note that it looks like the gray on the bottom doesn’t line up,
but when you sew the block into sashing, or to other blocks, that small ¼” of grey will disappear into the seam.

